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Gas shales are complex materials with transport occurring over many length scales, from relatively large
systems such as natural and induced fractures to relatively small systems including kerogen-hosted
pores of nearly molecular size. Here we present results of a sensitivity analysis performed using reser-
voir simulation designed to test how these different pore space length scales impact gas production. The
shale is modeled as a triple porosity system comprising: first, natural and induced fractures; second,
kerogen-hosted pores of approximately 25 nm diameter (as are typically observed in SEM images); and
third, kerogen-hosted pores of approximately 1 nm diameter (which are below the size detectable by
SEM but are typically observed in X-ray diffraction and gas adsorption experiments). In these simula-
tions, the smaller kerogen-hosted pores act as a source term, releasing primarily adsorbed gas. The larger
kerogen-hosted pores contribute to storage and transport, serving both as a source of gas on their own
and a system through which the gas originating in the smaller pores can flow. As a result, the volume of
the smaller pores impacts mainly the later production, when the reservoir pressure is near or below the
Langmuir pressure. The volume of the larger pores impacts mainly the early stage of production, when
mainly free gas is being produced. The radius of the smaller pores impacts the late stage of production, as
smaller pores have greater surface area and therefore larger Langmuir volume. The radius of the larger
pores has little impact on the ultimate recovery but instead impacts the production rate, as larger pores
correlate with greater permeability. The results suggest that measurements of the variation of kerogen
propertiesdperformed potentially using cuttings, cores, or logsdcan be used to refine parameters in
reservoir simulations.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Shale formations are a rich resource of natural gas, and reservoir
simulation is a power tool to predict the production of shale gas
reservoirs. In order to conduct accurate shale gas reservoir simu-
lation, a precise model of the structure of shale rock is critical. The
solid matrix of shale consists of organic components (kerogen) and
inorganic components (minerals). The inorganic matter makes lit-
tle contribution to overall gas conductivity (Ambrose et al., 2012),
while the organic matter is permeable and is the actual source of
trapped gas.
Engineering, Colorado School
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In the literature, many researchers have looked at the pore
structures of shale formations and the associated transport mech-
anisms of shale gas (Zhang et al., 2012a,b,c). studied the effects of
organic-matter type on the transport mechanism of methane in
shale formation (Jarvie et al., 2007). investigated the formation of
kerogen and reviewed the complexity of its pore structure from a
geological perspective (Ambrose et al., 2010). brought out a novel
pore-scale model to account for different types of pores in the shale
rock (Wang et al., 2017a,b,c). proposed a delayed adsorption
diffusion model to quantify the adsorption process in the kerogen
of shale formations. Their results indicate that the free gas and then
desorption of adsorbed gas mainly contributes to early and late
stage of production respectively. Recently (Wang et al., 2017a,b,c),
thoroughly reviewed the transport mechanism in shale as well as
tight sandstone formations.

Several experiments and observations (Falk et al., 2015;
roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Gensterblum et al., 2015) have indicated that the organic matter
consists of complex pore networks. On one hand, relatively larger
pores with diameter up to hundreds nanometers are observed by
scanning electron microscope (SEM). On the other hand, pores too
small to be observed by SEM have been discovered through nu-
merical reconstruction of kerogen structure from measurements
such as by X-ray and neutron diffraction (Bousige et al., 2016; Ho
et al., 2016). The triple-porosity characteristic of shale has also
been reported by (Wang et al., 2017a,b,c).

Due to the special features of shale formations, the reservoir
simulation models that has been used successfully in conventional
reservoirs fail to predict the behaviors of shale reservoirs correctly,
as reported by (Cipolla et al., 2010). Specifically, on the simulation
of shale matrix, it has been reported (Yan et al., 2016a,b) that the
traditional dual porosity model fails to accurately represent shale
formation. Therefore, a new model should be developed for the
simulation of shale gas reservoirs (Pruess, 1985). brought out the
Multiple Interacting Continua (MINC) model for fractured reser-
voirs, which subdivides the rockmatrix into nested continuum (Yan
et al., 2016a,b). adopts the concepts of multiple porosity model and
subdivides the shale formation based on the transport mechanism
of shale gas. The above mentioned work provides useful inspiration
on the modeling of shale matrix, however, none of them accounts
for the recent discoveries of the nano-pore system inside kerogen.

In this work, we propose to use a triple porosity model to more
accurately simulate shale gas reservoirs. The triple porosity model
considers fractures, relatively large kerogen-hosted pores (such as
observed by SEM), and relatively small kerogen-hosted pores (such
as observed by X-ray and neutron diffraction). The larger kerogen-
hosted pores, connected with the fractures, play the role as a flow
pathway with higher permeability, while the smaller kerogen-
hosted pores with adsorbed gas inside are the ‘source’ term,
which supports the flow in the larger pores. In this way, the frac-
tures, the larger pores and the smaller pores form a triple porosity
system. Compared to the existing dual porosity model, this triple
porosity model is a more realistic description of shale rocks.

Gas flow inside shale matrix is modeled using a gas apparent
permeability correlation developed previously (Xu et al., 2015). The
correlation is capable of capturing both the slippage velocity effect
and the diffusion process inside shale. In this work, the correlation
is implemented in the ECLIPSE simulator (Sclumberger, 2010) and
sensitivity analyses are conducted on the triple porosity model.
Sensitivity analysis are conducted on several parameters in the
simulation, including the permeability, the porosity, the shape
factor and the adsorption capability. The purpose is to examine the
roles of absorbed gas, large-pore system and the small-pore system
play during different stages of the shale gas production.

This papers is organized as follows: in the next section, the
mathematical and physical background of the problem is intro-
duced. In Section 3, the novel triple porosity model is described, as
are the results of the sensitivity analyses. In the last section, con-
clusions regarding the impact of these different pore systems on
gas production are presented.

2. Methodology

2.1. Mathematical model

The compositional modeling module of the reservoir simulator
ECLIPSE is used to study the shale gas problem. The reservoir is
assumed to contain only methane gas. In ECLIPSE, the mass con-
servation for single phase single component is as follows:

vM
vt

¼ V, F
!þ q (2.1)
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In the above equation,M is the accumulation term of methane, F
is the mass flux, q is the sink/source term.

Since throughout this work considers only single-phase gas
flow, the accumulation term includes the free and adsorbed gas, as
follows

M ¼ frþma (2.2)

where f is the porosity, r is the free gas density, ma is the
adsorption term. The mass flux F

!
is given by the Darcy's law

F
!¼ �Ka

r

m
ðVP � r g!Þ (2.3)

In the above equation, Ka is the apparent permeability that is cor-
rected from the absolute permeability of the rock, to account for the
gas slippage effect (Klinkenberg effect), g! is the gravitational ac-
celeration, m is gas phase viscosity. Peng-Robinson equation of state
(Peng and Robinson, 1976) is used to calculated the gas phase
properties. ECLIPSE uses molar densities of each component as the
primary variables. In the current case, only methane present in the
system, therefore the molar density is equivalent to the mass
fraction. Equation (2.1) is solved by the finite volume method in
time-space domain. The details of the numerical approach can be
found in (Sclumberger, 2010).
2.2. Permeability enhancement effect

It is believed that the permeability enhancement effect in the
nano-pores of unconventional formation results from the ‘slippage’
of gas flow. The slippage effect can be explained by kinetic theory of
gases. In the nano-pore system, gas molecules keep moving
randomly, which is defined as the thermodynamic motion. When a
gas molecule collides with the wall of the pore, the reflection will
be either specular or diffuse. Specular reflection keeps the hori-
zontal component of its previous flux velocity, and no horizontal
component of its momentum is lost during the process of the
collision. However, in diffuse reflection, the molecule will reflect
into a random direction and its previous momentum is lost. The
ratio of diffuse reflection among collision is defined as the
tangential momentum accommodation coefficient (Agrawal and
Prabhu, 2008; Chew, 2009), varying from 0 to 1 (Knudsen, 1909,
1934). found it being 1 based on his experiments. The current
consensus is between 0.9 and 1 depending on the wall roughness
and molecule type (Kleinstreuer and Koo, 2004; Zhang et al.,
2012a,b,c), as summarized by (Zhang et al., 2012a,b,c). The loss of
momentum induced by diffuse reflection is the cause of gas ‘slip-
page’ along pore walls. Meanwhile, the reflected molecules
contribute to molecular diffusion process. Such effect is called the
Knudsen diffusion. The apparent permeability enhancement results
from the combined effect of velocity slippage and Knudsen diffu-
sion, as shown in Fig. 1.

The gas slippage effect can be expressed in the following
equation.

uslip ¼ C,l
�
vu
vn

�
s

(2.4)

In the above equation, uslip is the slippage velocity. ðvu=vnÞs is
the first order of flux velocity derivative at thewall. C is a constant. l
is the mean free path of gas, expressed in the following equation

l ¼ mffiffiffi
2

p
pd2r

(2.5)

where d is the collision diameter of the molecules and m is the
roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 1. Combined effect of velocity slippage and Knudsen diffusion (Wang et al.,
2017a,b,c).
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molecular weight. r is the density of the gas.
Here we should mention that the slippage velocity can be the

higher order functions of the velocity derivative. Meanwhile, C can
not only be a constant but also a function of the Knudsen number
KN, defined as the ratio between the mean free path of gas and the
diameter of the pore (Zhang et al., 2012a,b,c). has thoroughly
reviewed and summarized existing slippage conditions. In this
work, we use the first-order slippage condition proposed by
(Maxwell, 1879), as follows

uslip ¼ 2
3
2� ss
ss

,l

�
vu
vn

�
s

(2.6)

where ss is the tangential accommodation momentum coefficient
(TMAC).

The Knudsen diffusion effect can be quantified by the Knudsen
diffusion coefficient, as follows

D0 ¼ m

pd2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

6r3

r
(2.7)

As mentioned above, the slippage effect and the Knudsen
diffusion effect co-exist in the nano-pores. Therefore, in this work,
we use a transport mechanism model that combines both of the
two effects. The model is internally developed by Schlumberger
and has been briefly described by (Xu et al., 2015). In the transport
model, both gas slippage effect and Knudsen diffusion process are
taken into consideration. In the vicinity of the boundary (wall) of
the flow channel is the Knudsen layer. The thickness of the Knudsen
layer is 2/3l, which can be calculated from kinetic theory of gases
(Present, 1958). Inside the Knudsen layer, Knudsen diffusion is the
major transport process. Because of the slippage effect, the velocity
of the Knudsen layer is no more zero but the velocity calculated
from Equation (2.6). The viscous bulk flow, subject to shear stress, is
the middle part of the flow channel.

The above process can be quantitatively viewed as a perme-
ability enhancement effect of gas phase. In this work, we express
the model as

Ka ¼ SðKNÞK∞ (2.8)

where Ka is the apparent permeability and K∞ is the absolute
permeability, S is the permeability multiplier, and KN is the Knud-
sen number.

According to this model, when Knudsen number is greater than
0.75, the viscous bulk flux disappears and Knudsen diffusion be-
comes the only transport process. In this sense, at low Knudsen
number range (larger pores), gas slippage effect is the dominant
transport mechanism; while at high Knudsen number range
Please cite this article in press as: Wang, S., et al., The impact of kerogen p
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(smaller pores), Knudsen diffusion is the dominant transport
mechanism. It can been seen from above that this model is non-
empirical and is derived from first principals of hydrodynamics.
Gas properties from NIST database (Ralchenko et al., 2010) are used
in the model. It should be noted that these results can also be
quantitatively obtained by other permeability enhancement cor-
relations, such as (Ertekin et al., 1986; Tang et al., 2005).

2.3. Adsorption effect

The organic matter inside shale (kerogen) can trap large
amounts of gas by adsorption. The adsorption behavior of shale is
typically quantified by the Langmuir isotherm (Langmuir, 1918),
shown as follows.

V ¼ VL
P

P þ PL
(2.9)

where VL is the Langmuir volume that determines the maximum
volume of adsorbed gas, while PL is the Langmuir pressure. If
pressure P equals to PL, the volume of adsorption gas V is just half of
the Langmuir volume. By assuming the pore system consists of long
capillary tubes, it can be shown that the surface area of the organic
matter is proportional to the porosity while inversely proportional
to the pore radius, as

Af
f

r
(2.10)

In the above formulation, A is the surface area, f is the porosity and
r is the pore radius of the organic matter. From the above formu-
lation, the narrower the pore is, the more surface area is available
for gas adsorption. Based on Equation (2.6), the relationship be-
tween Langmuir volume and pore radius can be described as

VL

VL0
¼ r0

r
(2.11)

In this way, the Langmuir volume, VL, for pore radius r can be
calculated from a reference Langmuir volume VL0 and reference
pore radius r0.

(Heller and Zoback, 2014) conducted experiments to determine
the Langmuir volume and Langmuir pressure on shale samples
from several reservoirs. Their data shows that the adsorption pa-
rameters largely vary among different reservoirs. However, typi-
cally the Langmuir pressure is 500 psi (3.5 MPa) to 1500 psi
(10.5 MPa) and the Langmuir volume is 10 scf/ton (0.00028 m3/kg)
to 100 scf/ton (0.0028 m3/kg). The typical curves of the Langmuir
isotherm are plotted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

3. Triple porosity model

As shown by the left side of Fig. 4 (SEM image of a typical shale),
the organic matter consists of a complex pore network. A more
detailed SEM image of the organic matter is shown on the right of
Fig. 4. The diameter of pores shown in Fig. 4 is between several
dozens to hundreds nanometers. Furthermore, according to a
recent work (Bousige et al., 2016; Falk et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2016),
there are a large number of smaller pores beyond the resolution of
SEM that are not shown in Fig. 4. To characterize such pore system,
the multiple porosity approach is more suitable than the dual
porosity approach. In this work, we propose the usage of the triple
porosity approach. In the triple porosity model, the first porosity
system is the hydraulic/natural fractures, which connect the matrix
rock and the production well. The second system and the third
system are modeled by dividing the organic matter of the shale
roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 2. Langmuir isotherm with different Langmuir pressure (temperature ¼ 373 K/
212 �F, Langmuir volume ¼ 80 scf/ton).

Fig. 3. Langmuir isotherm with different Langmuir volume (temperature ¼ 373 K/
212 �F, Langmuir pressure ¼ 800 Psi).
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matrix into two parts: the large-pore system with wider pores and
the small-pore systemwith narrower pores. The large-pore system
plays the role as a flow pathway for the gas molecules tomove from
the organic matter into the fractures, while the small-pore system
with adsorbed gas serves as a ‘source’, supporting the flow inside
the larger pores. Inorganic-hosted pores are believed to be typically
saturated with water (Li et al., 2016) and therefore make little
Fig. 4. SEM picture showing the pore structure of
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contribution to gas transport, so those pores are neglected here.
According to the previous discussion, inside the smaller pores,
Knudsen diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism. Inside the
larger pores, gas slippage effect (with Darcy's flow) is the dominant
transport mechanism. Inside the mirco-cracks, Darcy's flow is the
dominant transport mechanism. The conceptual model of the triple
porosity system is shown in Fig. 5.

The single phase flow coming out from porosity system i into
porosity system j is numerically calculated by

q ¼ s
Kar

m
A
�
Pi � Pj

�
(3.1)

In the above equation, r and m are the density and viscosity of
the gas phase respectively, s is a ‘shape factor’, that is only
dependent on the geometry of the grid block i, Ka is the apparent
permeability of gas phase of the porosity in the inner side (with
lower permeability). In conventional reservoir simulation, the
shape factor has been extensively investigated (Kazemi et al., 1976;
Lim and Aziz, 1995; Wang et al., 2016; Warren and Root, 1963;
Zimmerman et al., 1993). The shape factor can be derived from
analytical or semi-analytical approaches, based on the concept of
‘characteristic length’, which is used to represent is the length scale
of the porous network from which hydrocarbon molecules are
transported into the next-level pore or fracture network. According
to (Warren and Root, 1963), the shape factor is defined as

s ¼ 4NðN þ 2Þ
L2

(3.2)

In the above equation, L is the characteristic length and N is the
number of fracture sets surrounding the matrix. In this work, N is
chosen to be 3 for the shape factor between the small-pore system
and the large-pore system, because of the sparse nature of the
nano-pore flow channels, and N is chosen to be 1 for the shape
factor between the large-pore system and the fracture, since the
simulation includes only one large fracture, as shown in Fig. 7. The
shape factor concept has been successfully used in conventional
reservoir simulation. However, in unconventional reservoirs, the
shape factor has not been fully studied, especially for the shape
factor between the porosity systems inside the matrix. To be spe-
cific, the characteristic length of the small-pore system is not clear
yet. Therefore, in this work, a sensitivity analysis is conducted on
the shape factor between the small-pore system and the large-pore
system.
shale (Curtis et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2016a,b).

roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 5. Conceptual model of the triple porosity system (Bousige et al., 2016; Curtis et al., 2010).

Fig. 6. Conceptual model of the reservoir scale case. Left: the reservoir. Right: the
model used in simulation.

Fig. 7. Methane production rate with different combinations of the porosity of the two
pore system. The first value in each legend is the porosity of the large-pore system of
the organic matter, while the second value in each legend is the porosity of the small-
pore system of the organic matter. Bulk rock porosity is 0.05 in all cases.

Table 1
Input parameters of the base case for the sensitivity analysis.

Properties Values Units

Fracture network (effective) permeability 3.0 mD
Fracture network (effective) porosity 2.5e-4 dimensionless

Large-pore system permeability 10 mD
Large-pore system porosity 0.25 dimensionless
Shape factor to fractures 0.048 m�2

Larger pore radius 25 nm
Large-pore system volume fraction 10% dimensionless

Small-pore system permeability 5 nD
Small-pore system porosity 0.25 dimensionless
Smaller pore radius 1 nm
Small-pore system volume fraction 10% dimensionless
Langmuir pressure 1000 psi
Shape factor to large-pore system 0.06 mm�2

Langmuir volume 60 scf/ton

Reservoir temperature 212 (100) ℉ (�C)
Reservoir initial pressure 4000 psi
Bottom hole pressure 1000 psi
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4. Case study and sensitivity analysis

In this section, we conduct reservoir scale case studies to
investigate the sensitivity of shale gas production to several pa-
rameters including porosity, permeability and pore radius of the
different pore systems.
Please cite this article in press as: Wang, S., et al., The impact of kerogen p
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4.1. Problem description

The conceptual model of the base case is shown in Fig. 6. On the
left of Fig. 6 is the top viewof the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV)
of a shale gas reservoir with a well in the center. On the right of
Fig. 6 is the numerical model, which is a ‘quarter’ of the reservoir.
Because the problem is symmetric, the numerical model should be
an accurate representation of the reservoir. The problem is simu-
lated by the triple porosity model as described in Sections 2 and 3.
The reservoir is initially saturated with methane gas. A well pro-
duces at a constant bottom hole pressure for 12 years. The input
parameters for the base case are listed in Table 1. We conduct
sensitivity analysis on the input parameters and record the
methane production rate and the cumulative production for each
case. In the base case presented here, the average diameter of larger
pores of the shale system is set to 25 nm, while that of the smaller
pores is set to 1 nm and the porosity of each system is set to 25%.
The numbers represent the approximate averages of results pre-
sented from SEM imaging as well as from X-ray and neutron
diffraction (Bousige et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017a,b,c). The abso-
lute permeability of the two porosity system can be thus estimated
from their pore diameters.
roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 8. Methane cumulative production with different combinations of the porosity of
the two pore system.

Table 3
Parameters related to pore radius for the small-pore system.

Case index Pore radius Absolute permeability Langmuir volume

5 1 nm 2 nd 60 scf/ton
6 3 nm 18 nd 20 scf/ton
7 5 nm 50 nd 12 scf/ton
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4.2. Sensitivity analysis of porosity of the large and small kerogen-
hosted pores

In this section, we conduct sensitivity analysis on the porosity of
the shale. Several cases are run with different combinations of
porosity of the large-pore system and the small-pore system. In
each case, the total volume of the organic matter is 10% of the
matrix volume and the total porosity is set to be 0.05. All combi-
nations of the porosity are shown in Table 2. The absolute perme-
ability for the larger pores is calculated from Aguilera's correlation
(Aguilera, 2002). The production rate curves are shown in Fig. 7. As
shown by Fig. 7, if the large-pore system has higher porosity, the
production rate is higher in the early stage, because the large-pore
system contains free gas and directly connects with the fracture.
Therefore, if the porosity of the large-pore system is higher, there
will be more gas stored inside the larger pores that flows into the
fracture as well as the well at the early stage of the production. The
early stage production rate is almost proportional to the absolute
permeability. On the other hand, if the small-pore system has high
porosity, more gas will flow into the fracture at the late stage of the
production. Meanwhile, as the small-pore system contains pri-
marily adsorbed gas, the porosity of the smaller pore affects the
amount of the adsorbed gas. This is better indicated by the cumu-
lative production curves shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen from Fig. 8,
the cumulative production of cases with more small pores will
exceed that of those with more large pores at the late stage of
production. The total amount of gas produced by cases with more
small pores is also higher than cases with more large pores. Thus,
accurate characterization of the pore structures of shale is of great
importance to the simulation of shale gas production. Our results
are consistent with the observations of (Yang et al., 2015), which
also show that different pore systems dominant different stages of
production.
Fig. 9. Permeability multiplier for different pore radius of the small-pore system.
4.3. Sensitivity analysis of pore radius

4.3.1. Pore radius for small-pore system
As mentioned above, the pore radius has several effects on the

fluid flow inside shale formation. Firstly, according to Aguilera's
correlation, pore radius is related with the absolute permeability of
rocks. Rocks with wider pores are more permeable. Secondly, as
described by the permeability multiplier, if the pore becomes
smaller, the Knudsen number will become larger and the Knudsen
effect (permeability enhancement effect) becomes more signifi-
cant. Thirdly, as shown in the previous section, the amount of
adsorbed gas is inversely proportional to the pore radius. In this
section, we conduct sensitivity analysis on the pore radius of the
large-pore system and the small-pore system respectively. The pore
radius, the absolute permeability and the Langmuir volume of the
small-pore systems are listed in Table 3. The Langmuir volume is
calculated from Equation (2.11). The other parameters are still
chosen as the base case as shown in Table 1.

The permeabilitymultiplier with respect to reservoir pressure of
the three different types of smaller pores is shown in Fig. 9, from
Table 2
Porosity combination of the large-pore system and the small-pore system.

Case index Porosity for
larger pores
(organic matter only)

Absolute perm
for larger pores

1 0.45 18
2 0.35 14
3 0.25 10
4 0.15 6

Please cite this article in press as: Wang, S., et al., The impact of kerogen p
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which we can see that the permeability is very sensitive to the pore
radius of the small-pore system, especially in the low pressure zone
that is close to the wellbore. The apparent permeability curves of
the three cases are plotted in Fig.10. According to Fig.10, as the pore
radius decreases, the permeability enhancement effect becomes
more significant. For example, the absolute permeability of Case 5
(1 nm) is 1/25 of that of Case 7. After taking the permeability
enhancement effect into consideration, the above ratio becomes 1/
5 in the wellbore range.
eability
(md)

Porosity for
smaller pores
(organic matter only)

Total porosity

0.05 0.05
0.15 0.05
0.25 0.05
0.35 0.05

roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 10. Gas apparent permeability for different pore radius of the small-pore system.
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The methane production rate and the cumulative production
curves are shown in Fig. 11and Fig. 12 respectively. The small-pore
system starts to affect the production at the late stage of the pro-
duction. During the early stage of the production, because the
small-pore system is not directly connected with the fractures and
the reservoir pressure greatly exceeds the Langmuir pressure, the
Fig. 11. Methane production rate with respect to time for different radius of the
smaller pores.

Fig. 12. Methane cumulative production with respect to time for different radius of the
smaller pores.

Please cite this article in press as: Wang, S., et al., The impact of kerogen p
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small-pore system contributes little production and the production
curve of the three cases are almost the same. After a certain time,
when the initial gas inside the fractures as well as large pores is
mostly depleted, the small-pore system starts to support the pro-
duction by feeding the flow inside the large-pore system as well as
the fractures. As shown by Fig. 11, the production rate is not very
sensitive to the radius of the small-pore system. This is because that
the apparent permeability of the small pore is very low and the gas
inside them propagates extremely slowly. However, as indicated by
Fig. 12, the cumulative production is more sensitive to the pore
radius of the small pores. As the pore radius of the small-pore
system decreases, the eventual amount of gas produced increases
significantly. The reason is that if the amount of adsorbed gas is
inversely proportional to the radius of the nanopores. Therefore,
given the same porosity, the smaller the pores are, the more the
initial gas in place there is. Our observation is also consistent with
that of (Wang et al., 2017a,b,c), who observed experimentally that
desorption process contributes to the latter stage of production.
4.3.2. Pore radius for the large-pore system
In this section, we conduct sensitivity analysis on the pore

radius of the large-pore system. Using a similar approach to the last
section, we run three cases, the properties of which are listed in
Table 4. The permeability multiplier with respect to reservoir
pressure of the three different types of larger pores is shown in
Fig. 13. From Table 4 and Fig. 13, we can see that the apparent
permeability enhancement effects and adsorption effects are not as
significant on the large-pore system compared the small-pore
system. The pore radius has influence mostly on the absolute
permeability of the rocks.

The methane production rate and the cumulative production
curves are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig.15 respectively. According to the
two figures, the pore radius of the large-pore system impacts the
early stage of production. The three production curves deviate from
each other at the start of the production time. After certain time of
production, the production rate of the three cases becomes similar,
indicating that after the depletion of the initial gas inside the
fracture and the larger pores, the smaller pores start to become the
major source of the production. From this sensitivity analysis, we
can draw the conclusion that the large-pore system affects the early
stage of the production by controlling the absolute permeability.
4.4. Sensitivity analysis of adsorption capability

In this section we conduct sensitivity analysis on the adsorption
capability of the shale formation by using different Langmuir vol-
umes for the small-pore system and investigating its effects on
production. The parameters used this sensitivity analysis are listed
in Table 5. Those parameters not listed in Table 5 are the same as
those of the base case as shown in Table 1. The methane production
rate and the cumulative production curves are shown in Fig. 16 and
Fig. 17 respectively. As shown by the two figures, adsorbed gas
starts to affect the production at the late stage of the production,
after depletion of the fractures and the larger pores. The Langmuir
volume directly affects the total amount of gas produced. By
comparing Figs. 17 and 12, we can see that both adsorption
Table 4
Parameters related to pore radius for the large-pore system.

Case index Pore radius Absolute permeability Langmuir volume

8 20 nm 6 md 3 scf/ton
9 25 nm 10 md 2.4 scf/ton
10 30 nm 14 md 2 scf/ton

roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 13. Permeability multiplier for different larger pore radius.

Fig. 14. Methane production rate with respect to time for different radius of the larger
pores.

Fig. 15. Methane cumulative production with respect to time for different radius of the
larger pores.

Table 5
Parameters for sensitivity analysis of adsorption capability.

Case index Langmuir volume

11 40 scf/ton
12 28 scf/ton
13 16 scf/ton

Fig. 16. Methane production rate curves with different Langmuir volume.
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capability and small-pore radius affects the late stage of production.
The difference is that the adsorption capability may have a more
significant effect on the production rate (see Table 6)

4.5. Sensitivity analysis of the shape factors

As mentioned in the preceding chapters, the shape factor is an
important concept in a multi-porosity approach. The shape factor is
a parameter representing the conductivity between two porosity
systems. In the formulation of the shape factor, the characteristic
length is the most critical parameter. In this section, we conduct
sensitivity analysis on both of the two shape factors used in the
triple porosity approach. We aim to qualitatively determine the
scale of the characteristic length. In this section, if not mentioned,
the input parameters are chosen as those shown in Table 1.

4.5.1. Shape factor between the large-pore system and the small-
pore system

We firstly investigate the shape factor between the large-pore
system and the small-pore system. In this section, we test the
sensitivity of the results on this characteristic length. We run two
cases. The characteristic length of Case 14 and Case 15 is 1 mm and
0.1 mm respectively. Therefore, according to Equation (3.2), the
shape factor of Case 15 is 100 times larger than that of Case 14. The
results are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19. According to the production
rate curves shown in Fig. 18, the results of the two cases are very
close to each other. This means that the shape factor is so large that
the gas molecules inside the small-pore system can easily flow into
the large-pore system. Therefore, although the permeability of the
small-pore system is very low, the conductivity between the large-
pore system and the small-pore system is still relatively high,
causing the production to be essentially insensitive to the charac-
teristic length in this range.

4.5.2. The shape factor between the large-pore system and the
fracture

Since only the organic matter inside the shale matrix is
permeable to gas, the shape factor between the large-pore system
and the fracture shall be corrected by the volume of the permeable
portion. In this work, the shape factor s is corrected as shown in the
following equation

s ¼
�
Vp

Vm

�
s0 (4.1)

where s0 is the original shape factor, Vp is the volume of the large-
roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 17. Methane cumulative production curves with different Langmuir volume cu-
mulative production.

Table 6
Parameters for sensitivity analysis of the shape factor between the large-pore sys-
tem and the small-pore system.

Case index Characteristic length Langmuir volume

14 1 mm 60 scf/ton
15 0.1 mm 60 scf/ton

Fig. 18. Methane production rate of two different cases.

Fig. 19. Methane cumulative production of two different cases.
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pore system and Vm is the total volume of the matrix block, as
shown in Fig. 20. We compare cases with and without the volume
correction. The results are shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 respectively.
The depletion time of the case with the volume correction is about
10 years, which is approximately 10 times of the case without the
volume correction. In real reservoir production, the typical deple-
tion time of shale reservoirs is also decades. Therefore, the results of
the case with the volume correction is more reasonable.
5. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we have combined the triple porosity model with
recent advances in the study of kerogen structure, in particular the
observation that kerogen contains both pores ~25 nm in size (as
observed by SEM) and pores ~ 1 nm in size (as observed by X-ray
and neutron diffraction). Here, the fractures in shale reservoirs as
well as the large and small pores in kerogen are modeled as
separate porosity systems. Sensitivity analysis are conducted on the
pore radius, adsorption capability and shape factors that are used in
the model. The conclusions from this study are as follows. Firstly,
the larger kerogen-hosted pores, which contain free gas and are
directly connected to the fracture system, impact the early stage of
Fig. 20. Conceptual model showing the organic matter and surrounding fractures. The
green part denotes the organic matter, while the blue part denotes the inorganic
matter. The matrix rock consisting organic matter and inorganic matter is surrounded
by the fractures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 21. Methane production rate curves with and without the correction of the shape
factor.

roperties on shale gas production: A reservoir simulation sensitivity
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Fig. 22. Cumulative production curves with and without the correction of the shape
factor.
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the production. On the other hand, the smaller kerogen-hosted
pores, which contain primarily adsorbed gas and are connected to
the fracture system through the larger kerogen-hosted pores,
impact the late stage of the production. Significant production from
the smaller pores occurs only after the reservoir pressure has
dropped and the larger pores are significantly depleted. Secondly,
the shape factor significantly affects the results. The shape factor
between the larger pores and the fractures determines the length of
the reservoir depleting time, while the shape factor between the
larger pores and the smaller pores determines the time when
adsorbed gas starts to impact the production. Therefore, the char-
acteristic length used in the shape factor should be carefully
determined in any future studies. Thirdly, the pore radius effects
both the production rate and the cumulative production. The radius
of the larger pores impacts mostly the absolute permeability and
therefore the rate of production, particularly for early production.
The radius of the smaller pores impacts the adsorption capacity and
therefore the cumulative gas production. However, the small pore
system has such low permeability that variations in the perme-
ability associated with variations in the pore size do not signifi-
cantly influence the production. We should emphasize that in our
model, the matrix rock is inside the SRV and is highly fractured.
Therefore, each rock block has direct connection with the main
fracture system. For matrix that is outside the SRV or without
natural fracture networks, the model can also be modified to
simulate double porosity system.
Nomenclature

A interface area
D0 Knudsen diffusion coefficient
F flux term
G gravity terms
K component index
K0 absolute permeability
Ka apparent permeability
KN Knudsen number
L characteristic length
M accumulation term
M molecular weight
ma adsoprtion mass
N number of fracture sets
Q generation term
P pore pressure
Please cite this article in press as: Wang, S., et al., The impact of kerogen p
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PL Langmuir pressure
R pore radius
r0 reference pore radius
S permeability multiplier
T time
V volume
VL Langmuir volume
VL0 reference Langmuir volume
B phase index
m viscosity
D collision diameter
L mean free path
r density
S shape factor
ss tangential accommodation momentum coefficient

(TMAC)
∅ porosity
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